also for mammalian dynein adsorbed to microspheres (McKenney et al., 2010) . LIS1 was also reported to help mammalian dynein to work against an external load, something that has not yet been explored for yeast dynein. This finding suggests that the clutch effect of LIS1 binding might itself be load-dependent. In this context it will be important to understand how linker movements are affected by LIS1 binding, both in the presence and absence of load. Other open questions concern the action of NudE and Nudel. Although they recruit LIS1 to mammalian dynein, NudE/Nudel have been shown to strongly reduce the LIS1-induced effects on mammalian dynein (McKenney et al., 2010; Torisawa et al., 2011; Yamada et al., 2008) , in striking contrast to the situation in budding yeast (Li et al., 2005; Markus et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2012) .
In the future, it will be interesting to investigate to what extent dyneins from different species evolved varying regulatory control mechanisms, possibly reflecting different tasks they perform in these species. The availability of recombinant dynein also from other organisms, including mammals, will be crucial for dissecting the molecular mechanism of dynein's regulation, as the elegant work presented by Huang et al. (2012) Many genes involved in deafness are yet to be discovered. Here, Senthilan et al. focus on the Drosophila Johnston's organ to uncover a wide variety of genes, including several unexpected candidates as well as those already known to underlie deafness in mice and humans.
Gene discovery is a persistent challenge. New genes that are found by analyzing interesting phenotypes are often not those that would have been predicted, whereas genes that might be expected to be important may prove upon creation of a null allele to be nothing of the sort. Deafness, the most common sensory deficit in the human population, is a prime example of such a problematic phenotype. Many genes are known to contribute to deafness, but there are undoubtedly many more that have not yet been found (http://hereditaryhearingloss.org/). In this issue, Senthilan and colleagues make good use of Drosophila, which up until now had only 24 genes associated with ''sensory perception of sound,'' to successfully screen for many more candidates (Senthilan et al., 2012) .
The organ of hearing in fruit flies is Johnston's organ (Figure 1 ), an array of chordotonal sensilla in the third antennal segment, which has a feathery arista that serves as the sound receiver. The sensilla of the Johnston's organ consist of mechanosensory neurons accompanied by scolopale, cap, and ligament cells, which are all supporting cells (reviewed in Bechstedt and Howard, 2008) . Mechanosensory and supporting cells are specified by the basic helix-loop-helix protein Atonal (Ato) (Jarman et al., 1993) , the ortholog of which (Atoh1 or Math1) serves the same purpose in specifying hair cells in mammalian inner ears (Bermingham et al., 1999) . In addition to Ato, flies and mammals also share Myosin 7a, Prestin, and several TRP channels, and the mechanical principles behind sensing of sound waves are very similar in flies and vertebrates (reviewed in Boekhoff-Falk, 2005) .
Senthilan et al. use a specific atonal null mutant, which lacks Johnston's organ, to carry out microarray experiments. Several careful approaches are taken to ensure that the data are robust, including cluster analyses and scatter plots comparing the flies lacking Johnston's organs to the two parental strains. After filtering for significance, 274 genes are identified, and a Gene Ontology analysis reveals significant representation of ion channels, motors, and molecules that respond to abiotic stimuli and light. Included in the list are some of the fly genes already known to be associated with hearing and 12 putative chordotonal organ genes; several have a mammalian ortholog implicated in hearing function.
The authors carry out a detailed follow-up on a subset of the genes by expression analysis and reporter data (7), by study of a mutant allele (28), or by both (14). All genes selected for expression analysis were expressed in Johnston's organ-some labeling subsets of the cells and some the entire sensillum.
For functional analyses, the authors obtained loss-offunction mutants for 42 genes, of which 27 (64%) show a hearing phenotype, an impressive hit rate suggesting a low level of redundancy in Drosophila auditory function. Interestingly, there were several distinct effects on fly hearing, from mutations that simply abolish hearing to those that mildly impair hearing and even some that enhance hearing-these flies are hypersensitive to sound and display constant antenna oscillation even in silence. Although plenty of genes remain to be verified, these results indicate that the microarray list is likely to be highly enriched in genes required for hearing and could be a useful resource for hearing research in many organisms. Other genes on the list that have not so far been associated with human deafness are excellent candidates for investigation. Many expression studies have been carried out on the vertebrate inner ear, and a similar subtraction technique in the mouse using a Pou4f3 mutant led to identification of downstream targets (Hertzano et al., 2007) , but the extensive interrogation of the function of expressed genes using mutants makes the report by Senthilan and colleagues uniquely valuable.
In all, 217 of the 274 Johnston'sorgan-associated genes have mouse or human orthologs, and several of those are required for the development or function of the mammalian inner ear. For example, Gfi1 and Hes1 are important in sensory hair cell development (Wallis et al., 2003 , Zheng et al., 2000 . Of the total of 274 genes with enhanced expression in Johnston's organ, orthologs underlying deafness have been found in humans (Ccdc50), mice (Sod1, Otx1, Cplx1, Hes1, Tub, Grid1, Mtap1a, and Gfi1), or both (Eya1). Their inclusion in this list encourages further investigation into those orthologs that have not yet been found to be involved in vertebrate hearing.
Two genes, encoding the light-sensing receptors rhodopsin 5 and 6, are particularly interesting candidates. They are shown to impair hearing in flies when mutated, and this paper demonstrates that their function in hearing is not light dependent and finds that rhodopsins are expressed along the sensory cilia and facilitate transducer gating in the Johnston's organ. Specific expression or function of vertebrate rhodopsins in the hair cell remains to be investigated.
Although there are many similarities between the mechanosensors of Drosophila and those of the vertebrate inner ear, there are also differences, and one of those is the sensory receptor cell itself. In Johnston's organ sensilla the neuron, a ciliated type 1 neuron with a 9 3 2 + 0 arrangement of microtubules, is the receptor. In contrast, the receptors of the vertebrate inner ear are hair cells, each of which forms synapses with neurons and bears a bundle of actinbased stereocilia on its apical surface. This paper describes the lack of an axonemal dynein gene (CG9313) as leading to auditory defects similar to those seen in flies null for nompC, the likely transduction channel (Effertz et al., 2011) . The similarity of these phenotypes implies that In Drosophila (left), the Johnston's organ is composed of an array of chordotonal sensilla. Each sensillum consists of a neuron (blue) and several supporting cells. As the sensillum stretches, the neuron moves relative to the dendritic cap (yellow), and a transduction channel (green) is opened. The adaptation motor (dark blue) is anchored to the microtubule cytoskeleton of the neuron. In the mammalian ear (right), the organ of Corti is housed in the cochlea (blue) and contains the sensory hair cells. Each hair cell (blue) bears three rows of stereocilia (red) on its apex. When sound waves are transmitted, the stereocilia are deflected, pulling open the transduction channel (green). Here, the adaptation motor (dark blue) is anchored to the actin filaments (red), which make up the core of the stereocilia. Arrows indicate direction of movement of the sensory receptors. The Venn diagram shows the number of genes known to cause deafness when mutated in the fly (in Table S1 of Senthilan et al. [2012] ), mouse (http:// hearingimpairment.jax.org/) and human (http://hereditaryhearingloss.org).
axonemal dyneins may act as adaptation motors for the JO mechanosensors. No such dynein motors are seen in vertebrate hair cells; their adaptation motors are myosins such as Myo1c acting on the actin filaments that form the core of stereocilia, and the transduction channel is not the ortholog of nompC (reviewed in Corey, 2006) . Therefore, in some areas, Drosophila biology may be less useful in casting light on its vertebrate counterpart.
As well as being of interest for evolutionary research, this paper also offers a new resource to aid identification of genes involved in deafness. The approach taken is highly effective; expression screens are not always helpful in identifying genes that have functional effects when mutated, but the stringent filtering and verification used resulted in a set of genes with a very high hit rate when mutants were tested for auditory function. In addition, the number of genes with mouse and human orthologs known to underlie deafness in the Drosophila list makes the other orthologous genes excellent candidates. Indeed, of the 27 genes found to cause deafness in the fly when mutated, 25 have human and mouse orthologs.
It is clear that there remains a large number of genes involved in human deafness that are awaiting discovery, and expression-based approaches like the Senthilan et al. study provide excellent candidates. However, expression analysis is just one of several approaches that will be needed to find these genes. For example, several genes known to be involved in deafness in Drosophila, including prestin, distal-less, spalt, and crinkled (reviewed in Boekhoff-Falk, 2005) , were not detected by Senthilan et al. through enhanced expression. A genetic approach, which can detect essential genes however low their normal expression level might be, has a valuable complementary role to play. Other model organisms, especially the mouse using either a gene-driven or phenotype-driven approach, have contributed extensively to our knowledge of deafness-associated genes (see Venn diagram in Figure 1 ). Assembling the molecular components required for normal hearing is an important step toward building the networks of molecules that operate in auditory development and function, and these networks will offer multiple possibilities for therapeutic targets for treatments.
